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immense. The element of fear raised by an equivocal or false
result might cause severe anxiety in all but a few stoics and
the exercise would make no sense either medically or economic-
ally. The way ahead must surely lie in improving the methods
used in our tests, striving all the time towards greater sensitivity
-a long and expensive business.
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Exercise-induced asthma
Heightened bronchial reactivity provides good laboratory
evidence of asthma, and exercise is well known to trigger
attacks. Nevertheless, in contrast to allergens, exercise is a
non-specific trigger and may operate in most asthmatic
patients. An odd aspect of exercise-induced asthma is
that it is most readily produced by level running for about
five minutes, whereas a brief burst of heavy exercise seldom
produces such asthma. Patients can also run through their
asthma, so that if they sustain exercise much beyond 10
minutes the stimulus wanes. This is probably why patients
with asthma often do not identify exercise as an important
cause of their symptoms, for few are likely to take steady state
exercise of sufficient length and intensity to generate obvious
asthmatic attacks.
The usual pattern is that the exercise itself produces some

bronchodilatation, quickly succeeded by increasingly severe
airway narrowing once exercise ceases.1 2 Another odd thing
is that the type of exercise is important. For similar levels of
work (as judged by oxygen consumption) swimming is a very
weak stimulus for asthma compared with sustained running
on the flat. Between these extremes come cycling and downhill
running.
When diligently sought the existence of exercise-induced

asthma can be shown in most asthmatic patients, and this
applies particularly to children. Godfrey found that in over
90%0 ofasthmaticchildrenairwaynarrowingcould beshown after
exercise if the few initial non-responders were tested again.
The test itself is reasonably repeatable, and if a sufficient
interval is left between tests asthma can be produced time and
again. Its high frequency in asthmatic children may make it
suitable as a marker for prevalence studies of asthma.
The important clinical use of exercise-induced asthma is in

diagnosis. This is particularly true of patients, especially
children, whose symptoms occur almost entirely at night and
in whom lung fimction seems normal during the day. In these
circumstances the patient can be asked to run for four to six
minutes on the flat; the peak expiratory flow rate is then
measured before and up to 15 minutes after exercise has ceased.
A fall of over 10% is found in asthma.3 As the asthmatic
attack may occasionally be severe, the test should not be done
in the presence of airways obstruction, when asthma may be
diagnosed by observing improvement in the peak expiratory
rate in response to treatment.
The cause of exercise-induced asthma is poorly understood,

but the delayed appearance of airway narrowing after the end
of the exercise, coupled with the refractory period of over

two hours before susceptibility to this type of asthma is
restored, has suggested that the mechanism may be release of
mediators.4 Probably during" exercise sympathetic drive
opposes and usually exceeds mediator releases and this accounts
for the bronchodilatation observed. The underlying cause of
the postulated release of chemical mediators is still unknown,
however, and the evidence is largely negative: likely candidates
such as Pco2, hyperventilation, pH, and whole-body vibration
have all been excluded. Nevertheless, the hypothesis is further
supported by the effect ot exercise-induced asthma of chem-
icals known to decrease or abolish mediator release. For
example, sodium cromoglycate can often prevent it, and in
some patients other bronchodilators such as atropine and
beta-adrenergic agonists may have a similar action. Indeed,
the highly effective role of beta-sympathomimetic broncho-
dilators such as salbutamol in preventing exercise-induced
asthma hints that their action and value in asthma does not
depend solely on their bronchodilator activity.5 A recent
study has also shown that, though both drugs are usually
effective, in some patients atropine may prevent exercise-
induced asthma when sodium cromoglycate is ineffective,
whereas in other patients the effect is the opposite, with
sodium cromoglycate active and not atropine.6 Clearly there
may be several mechanisms for both asthma and mediator
release itself. To this confusion may be added the observation
that corticosteroids usually do not prevent exercise-induced
asthma-but that is only part of the larger puzzle of how they
act at all in the treatment of asthma. Sadly, pharmacological
measures useful in controlling exercise-induced asthma in an
individual patient do not always work in controlling his
asthmatic attacks, limiting the value of the test in identifying
the best treatment and its dose.
Even so, exercise-induced asthma is more than a matter of

pharmacological and physiological curiosity. It helps in the
diagnosis of asthma, it is occasionally a major source of symp-
toms, and its management may provide clues to the patho-
genesis of asthma itself. The full story has yet to be told, but
we already have sufficient information to help clinicians act
rationally and to good effect.
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Does radiation of the young
brain affect growth
hormone?
When children are given radiotherapy for brain tumours
that cannot be removed completely it may be best to irradiate
the spine as well as the brain. This deals with any seeding of
tumour cells in the cerebrospina}.fluid, such as may occur in
medulloblastoma or poorly differentiated ependymoma. The
same technique may. be used in patients with leukaemia to
treat or avert any spread to the central nervous system. Since,
however, radiation directly affects the growing bone in the
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